
SAMPLE MATERIAL FOR SECONDARY 1 ENGLISH

1. ABOUT VISUAL TEXTS

TYPES OF VISUAL TEXTS
In today's multimodal world, visual texts are used in conveying and relaying messages in a
variety of ways. Visual texts are presented in a variety of mediums, such as print and non-
print media.

Some examples of print and non-print media are reflected in the table below.

Print Media Non-Print Media

Advertisement
Brochures

Flyers
Newspaper
Magazines
Pamphlets

Posters
Notices

Radio
Television

Emails
Websites

Mobile Phone
Advertisements

Advertisements
Advertisements typically sell or promote a product, brand, or service. 
They may be reflected in newspapers and magazines or may appear in the form of 
brochures, flyers and pamphlets. 

Commercial advertisements seek    to promote goods or services through 
branding, which associates certain qualities or attributes 
towards its brand name. 

Thinking it out:
What are some popular brand names and the attributes or qualities associated with them? 

Non-commercial advertisements aim       to promote and increase awareness 
towards a particular campaign, events or interest groups         . 

Thinking it out:
Recall some campaigns held locally. What were their objectives and how were these

campaigns presented to the public?
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Brochures, Flyers   &   Pamphlets

These are common mediums, used to disseminate information and build         audience 
knowledge, with or without marketing intent.

They have numerous uses and purposes, ranging from product descriptions and 
instructions, to event promotions and tourism guides. 

Thinking it out:
What was the most creative brochure, flyer or pamphlet that you have come across?

How was it designed? What made it unique or different?

Newspapers   &   Magazines
The articles in newspapers and magazines provide information and/or entertainment to the

readers. Within these pages, one may also         find a variety of 
advertisements and other information.

Magazine articles usually centre on the specific areas of interests of their intended 
audience. For example, an entertainment magazine will provide mostly entertainment-
related articles. 

Newspapers take on a more factual approach, reporting on the events and happenings 
both locally and internationally. There are also separate sections in the newspaper that 
cater to lifestyle and entertainment articles.

Thinking it out:
Consider the design and layout of a magazine. How do they present the information

effectively through the use of images, colours and fonts?

Posters   &   Notices
The main function of posters and notices is primarily to disseminate information. They 

usually have         a specific audience to reach out to and are 
straightforward in nature.

They can be presented as a simple and direct 'No Littering' sign or extend into a lengthier 
'Lost Pet' description.

Thinking it out:
Where can you find notices and posters? 

How do their location and placement help in reaching a wider audience?
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Emails
Emails are messages that are sent to inform an individual or a group regarding a particular
topic. Depending on the recipients, the tone of an email may be formal or informal. 

Thinking it out:
How different would writing an email to a friend and a stranger be? What salutations might

you use in each instance?

Websites
Websites have a plethora of functions. Websites are made up of domain names reflecting 
the name of the organisation or company it represents. 

There are several elements to the typical website. The 'About Us' section, 'Search' bar, 
'Home' tab are a few examples of website elements. Each serves its own purpose. 

Websites may choose to embed         moving images and videos         to 

increase interaction between the user and itself.

Thinking it out:
Some websites have 'fishy' domain names. What does this mean?

Mobile Phone Advertisements
Today, companies rely heavily on mobile phone advertisements to promote their product. 
The reach is far and wide as these advertisements are loaded or tagged to freeware and 
apps installed in the mobile phones.

Thinking it out:
Is it safe to click on mobile phone advertisements?

Why do you think so?

Radio & Television
These non-print media are target and subject specific. Radio and television target a 
particular set of demographics at different time slots. 

Thinking it out:
Why is the news shown after working hours?

What is the target demographic?
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PURPOSE, AUDIENCE, CONTEXT & CULTURE

To simplify your understanding of visual texts, we will explore them using the Purpose, 

Audience, Context and Culture approach and interpret      the different design 
and layout structures used in visual texts. 

PURPOSE

      Reading and making sense of texts extend             beyond 

words. In visual texts, a combination of text and images, together with the manipulation of 
font types and sizes, are presented collectively to convey a particular meaning, i.e. the 
purpose. 

These are some common meta-language that are commonly associated with the different 
visual text types.

Medium Purpose

Advertisements

Articles
Brochures

Flyers
Information Sheets

Pamphlets

Book Reviews
Movie Posters
Testimonials

Recipes
Textbooks

The list is non-exhaustive and purposes may differ according to context.
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Purpose
What is the intent or objective?

To sell or promote
a certain product, idea,

event etc.



AUDIENCE

Any media that is created       has a purpose. With that purpose, there is 
an audience in mind. Who is the visual text created for?

So, how can we determine the audience that the visual text is created for? 

( a )
● Who would be interested in that particular topic?
● The main idea in the text will signal to you who the visual text is intended for.

An article on make-up would most likely appeal to women, not men.
An advertisement on a car exhibition would be targeted at car enthusiasts.

( b )
● Is the vocabulary subject-specific? Are jargons used?
● Texts with subject-specific words give clear hints at the target audience.

For example, words like 'par', 'tee', 'birdee', 'bunker', 'bogey', 'swing', 'cart' and 
'driving range' are golf-related. Based on this context, the text is targeted at golfers.

( c )  Determine the relevance to the audience.
● What information is presented to the audience?

The information given may draw on the audience's prior experience and knowledge.
For example, an advertisement promoting a branded product already assumes the 
audience is familiar with its brand name.

● What is the expected audience response to the visual text?
'Call now','Visit our store today' and 'Book by 28 February' are some of many 
possible Call-To-Action (CTA) found in visual texts. 

CONTEXT & CULTURE
Visual texts have backgrounds from which they originate and are directed to. 
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Background

Context Culture

What is the nature of visual text?
What is the circumstance in which 

the text is produced for?
A poster promoting an Anti-Littering 
campaign differs from a recruitment 

advertisement for volunteers to 
participate in an Anti-Littering activity.

Restaurant menus differ from coupon 
vouchers for restaurants due to their 

different functions.

Is there any cultural reference within 
the text?

A flyer for a Racial Harmony estate 
event may appeal more to residents of 

HDB blocks rather than expatriates 
living in the business districts.

Information presented in various 
languages at MRT stations caters to the 

different language group audiences.



IMAGES AND TEXT

Visual texts are a combination of images and texts that are seamlessly integrated         to 
bring across specific intents        .

IMAGES

Images used in visual texts are powerful. They are able to    extract pre-existing 
ideas and beliefs and/or send an immediate message to the 
audience         . 

For example, a visual text on myopia may intentionally use a highly blurred image to 
represent blurred vision. This is far more effective than including the image of a pair of 
spectacles. Below are some examples of images that have a certain effect on the 
audience.

To convey brand name

To create familiarity and allow audience
to make a personal reference to his/her

own experiences
To capture audience interest
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TEXT - FONT
Font types and sizes are specially chosen to represent the nature of the visual text. 

Informal visual texts   may employ the use of funky font types to 
substantiate the context. A birthday party invitation will most 
likely use wacky fonts. 
Similarly, a business or professional letter will use a more standardised font. 

TEXT-SIZE

Many visual texts rely heavily on         differing font size to place emphasis 
to certain words within the visual text.

Effective visual texts are able to         use images and/or words that 
successfully convey their message with clarity.
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Study the advertisement below and answer questions 1 – 5.

Practice 01

A drink by MIND Matters Beverage Company
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INTRODUCING...

Now available in major supermarkets and convenience stores.

A STAR DRINK, A STAR BUY.



1. What is the objective of the advertisement? (1m)

It is to promote STAR, an energy drink.

2. Which word from the advertisement tells you that the product is new? (1m)

The word is 'Introducing'.

3. How does the background complement the image in the advertisement? (1m)

The background is made up of lines angling from the 
centre perspective, like a starburst shining from the back 
of the can.

4. Who is the target audience? (1m)

The target audience is people who like energy drinks.

5. What is the effect of the statement, 'Now available in major supermarkets and 
convenience stores'? (1m)

The product is now on sale in most places and is 
convenient to buy.
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